
 Sitting -Young children
 How do children gain the ability to sit

 Most babies gain the ability to independently sit without the assistance of an adult
 after lying on their stomach , gaining strength and achieving the movements
 necessary for crawling.

  Children should be gradually exposed to lying on their stomachs.

 Until the age of 6 months, babies should be used to lying on their stomachs during
  most awake hours.

 Here are some ways to encourage children to be on their stomach:

1.Lift the chest on a pillow or rolled up blanket 

2.  Place the child on their stomach while on the parents knees 

3.Hold the child while supporting the chest 

																																																																																																																			

 

Hold in supported sitting position 

 Staring from age 2-3 months you can start holding your baby on you knees in a
    sitting position while fully supporting them.



 
Sitting with lower support on parents knees   

 Around six months, you can sit the child on your knees with a straight back while
  holding the child’s hips. Only hold the child in this position for short periods of time.

 You can also tilt the child forwards, backwards and to the sides to improve head
  control and strengthen the torso.

 

  Sitting in a stroller and at mealtime

 At  seven / eight months most babies are already developed enough to begin sitting
 in a stroller and at mealtime, even if they still aren’t independently sitting up. This is
 good practice to strengthen and improve control over the torso, and has a social
 benefit as well.

 They are already eating solids, and there is also a benefit to swallowing and
 breathing.

 It’s recommended to sit in a high chair at a 90 degree angle facing the table, and
  only for meals.

 It’s recommended to sit in a stroller at a 90 degree angle, only during outdoor walks.
  The child should be safely strapped in.

 A child who can’t yet independently sit up should be seated for meals or walks for no
       more then  15-20 minutes.
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